All About
Fairies

f i r e fa i ri es
Now to the flashiest of fairies: the fire folk. Where there
is a brightly-colored flower or butterfly, where there is a
shock of lightning, where there is a rainbow or fireflies or
sparkling light on the surface of a river, there are fire fairies.
They are connected to the sun’s light and warmth and
wherever they go, they bring the power of transformation.
Consider fire. It is the ultimate transformer. Whether the
flame consumes a twig or a piece of paper or a barn,
fire will very quickly transform that twig or paper or barn
into a pile of ashes. On a much smaller level, fire fairies
are present when you have a “spark” of inspiration or a
sudden idea (light bulb over your head). You are suddenly
transformed with a new way of seeing the world.
Thank you, fire fairies!
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Fire fairies are like the sun from which they
come. They carry warmth and light. They often
express that warmth and light in flashes and
flickers and sparkles. In the natural world, they
are manifest whenever transformation takes
place — like when a flower transforms into a
fruit, or a caterpillar transforms into a butterfly.
They rule springtime when the natural world
is coming back to life. A lot of fire fairies are
needed to wake the earth up and transform
dormant roots into growing plants again.

We all know when our children are influenced
by fire fairies because they are full of energy
and inspiration. Often their eyes are wide, they
have big smiles and they are excited about
something ahead. When fire fairies are near,
so are ideas, enthusiasm, movement, and
change. Fire fairies love courage and curiosity
— anything that takes your child to a new
threshold.
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